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should

facilitate

concurrency
constraints,
ing constraints
imposed

of real-time

the expression
i.e. the functional
by the application.

and timMany of

these constraints
are illustrated
in the example,
including absolute timing constraints,
exclusive execution, simultaneous
execution, all-or-nothing
execution,

of ap-

and predictable
execution.
Second, its run-time system should rnforce as many constraints
as possible.

exconcon-

Third, the language should support the specification
of recovery hince some constraints
may be violated at
run-time.
Fourth, the language should support the

plication
processes,
and explicit timing constraint
pression.
An implementation
of the language
structs with real-time
scheduling
and locking for
currency
control is also described.

modular

decomposition

of complex

concurrent

real-

time systems.
Some concurrent

1

Introduction

In real-time
applications
such as robotics,
industrial control and avionics, programs must meet timing
and concurrency
constraints
to be correct.
As an example, consider a simplified robotics application where
two robot arms must lift a container of chemicals from
a moving conveyer belt. The arms are shared among
the lifting task and other tasks that execute concurrently in the application.
To prevent spills when lifting, the following constraints
on the operation of the
arms must be expressed
in its control program:
the
arms should lift simultaneously,
no other use of the
arms should be allowed while the lift is being performed,

and either

both

arms

should

lift or neither

arm should lift. The lifting should also meet timing
constraints
that arise from the dynamics of the moving belt and inherent

properties

of robot

rithms. Furthermore,
recovery should
violations of any of these constraints.

control

be specified

algofor

To support such concurrent
real-time applications,
a programming
language
and its run-time
system
should have the following characteristics,
First, the
‘This work is supported in part by the following grants:
AR0 DAAG-2%S4-k-0061,
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real-time

languages,

such as Ada

and hIodula-2,
require that scheduling
primitives
be
added to programs to meet constraints.
In Ada, the
programmer
mlI>1 determine
the static priorities
of
tasks from the>,, c,onstraints
so that priority-based
scheduling
of the tasks meets the constraints.
In
Modula-2, the programmer
must explicitly
add transfer commands so that co-routines
coordinate
to meet
their constraints.
Since the constraints
are not explicitly stated, but hidden in scheduling,
difficult to lvrite, verify and modify.

programs
Detecting

are
and

recovering
from constraint
violations
is also complicated by the constraints
being hidden. Furthermore,
since the schedulin& primitives
are added at compiletime, their ability
is limited.
Recent
Real-time

to cope with dynamic

environments

real-time
languages
such as Flex [l] and
Euclid [2] a 11ow explicit expression of some

timing constraints.
used for scheduling

However, the constraints
are only
the CPU; mutual exclusion is used

to control concurrent
access to other resources.
This
has two disadvantages:
First, access to resources is
first-come, first-served;
no timing information
is used.
Second, no concurrent access is allowed, even if it does
not violate the consistency
of the resource.
IIence, the
run-time system may not be able to meet t.he stated
timing

constraints,

although

they could be met using

other

techniques.

2 .l

Consistent
concurrent execution
by transactions
[3]. Unfortunately,
actions do not support
notion of “independence”
plicit precedence
it is not possible

is often supported
traditional
trans-

timing constraints,
and the
of transactions
disallows ex-

orderings among them. For instance,
to specify that a transaction
for lifting

the container must always execute
that detects the container.

after a transaction

Our approach to concurrent real-time programming
is to explicitly
express
real-time
concurrency
constraints in a program and allow the run-time system
to enforce them. To define these constraints
precisely,
we develop a real-time concurrency
model that combines

an object-based

paradigm

for the specification

of shared resources,
a distributed
transaction-based
paradigm for the specification
of application processes,
support for timing constraints,
and support for precedence orderings.
The rest of this paper is structured
as follows: Section 2 presents our real-time
concurrency
model. In
Section 3, we use the model to define the Real-Time
Concurrency
(RTC) language constructs.
A complete
language is not developed.
Rather,
the RTC constructs
are designed to be embedded in any blockstructured
procedural
host language; our current implementation
is in C. Section 4 discusses how we use
real-time
scheduling
and two-level locking to implement the constructs.
Section 5 summarizes
and compares our work to other real-time languages.

2

Resources

All shared data structures
in the system are specified as resources.
A resource,
r, is characterized
as
(ST, A,. , P,., C,.), where S, is a set of states, A, is a set
of actions,
P,
is a set of processors on which actions
of A,. can be executed,
and C,. is the compatibility
predicate.
We assume that a resource can be implemented as a multi-processor
component,
and therefore that its actions can be executed simultaneously
on multiple processors
in P,; however, the resource’s
state is shared. A process can only use a resource by
invoking its actions. When an action invocation completes normally, it changes the resource to a consistent state (i.e., a state that meets application
requirements)

and returns

values

to the process.

An action

may be aborted by its calling process. An aborted action recovers
by restoring the resource to a consistent
state. In our example, a robot arm is a resource.
Its
state includes the Cartesian
position of its arm and
the position of its hand (grasp/ungrasp).
Its actions
include: lift, which increments
the z-coordinate
of the
arm’s state; lower
which decrements the z-coordinate;
grasp, which affects the hand; and read which does not
change the state, but returns its values.
The
schedule
of a resource
r

is

Sch,

=

(H, ,start,,complete,),
where H, is the set of all action invocations
on the resource, start,
: H, - time
maps each action invocation in H, to the absolute time
at which it started executing,
and complete,. : H, +
time
maps each action invocation
in H, to the absolute time at which the action terminated.
A resource’s
schedule defines a part.ial order, -&., on the act.ion invocations of H, such that, for two invocations al E H,
and a2 E H,,
al 4,. a2 +- complete,(al)
2 start,(a2).
The ordering +r is partial because the execution of actions may be overlapped in the schedule and thus nei-

Model

Our model of distributed
real-time computing combines an object-based
paradigm
with a transactionbased paradigm and adds provisions for timing and
precedence

constraints.
The model consists
of resources and processes.
Resources
capture an objectbased paradigm by providing abstract views of shared

ther complete,.(al)
5 start,(az)
nor complete,(uz)
5
start,(al).
Action invocations
may either overlap because they execute concurrently
on different processors of P, or because they are interleaved on the same
processor.
C, defines

a compatibility

predicate

that

describes

system entities,
such as devices and data structures.
Each resource has a state and defines a set of transac-

conflicts
ceptable

tions,

if a1,u2
E A,. and CP(al,aa)
= TRUE, then all
overlapped
executions
of al and a? in a schedule
for resource r produce the same state for r a.nd the
In the examsame return values for al and a2.

called

&ions,

that can be invoked by processes

to examine or change the resource’s state. A resource
also specifies in a “compatibility
predicate”
which actions

are

overlapping
consistency.
cations

compatible,
executions
Processes

i.e.,

along with precedence

based consistency

which

actions

can

have

and still preserve its state’s
specify a set of action invo-

constraints,

orderings,

transaction-

and timing

constraints.

between actions,
and is used to define acoverlalll)ed
executions
of actions.
That is,

ple the compatibility
C,,,(lift,grusp)
=

predicate
for an arm includes:
TRUE
because the actions af-

fect different parts of the state;
TRUE
because
the state
is

Carn(read,read)

not

affected;

=

and

= FALSE
because
overlapping
C,,,(lift,lower)
these actions could leave the state inconsistent.
To
ensure that resource r’s state remains consistent,
we
require that all schedules for r be serializable,
i.e.,
equivalent to some schedule in which there are no overlapped action executions.
Two schedules Schr and
Schs for r are equivalent iff r has the same final state
in Schl and Schz, and every action invocation of Schl
has the same return
invocation in Schz.
2.2

value as the corresponding

a process

by

sets,

sync

action invocation in a process other than p. For example, all action invocations
in PIift could be ordered as
sync-actions
after the same corresponding
sig_action
in another process which detects the object.

icity of sets of act.ions

on AIp,

constraints

C,

is a set of con-

on AI,, and Tp is a set of timing
All constraints
in a process are

sistency constraints
constraints
on AI,.

on sets of action

invocations.

Precedence
Ordering.
A process expresses
two
forms of precedence
orderings for action invocations:
intra-process
orderings on the action invocations
of
orderings on the action invoAI,, and inter-process
cations of AI, relative to action invocations
in other
processes.
Process

p’s intra-process

is an irreflexive

partial

precedence
ordering

ordering,

on AI,.

That

is,

ai E H, and aj E H,).
If ai, aj E AI, such
that ai +p Uj,
then cO?Jlplete,(Ui)
<
StQrt,(Uj)
(i.e.,
ai must complete
executing
before aj starts
executing).
Since +p is a partial
order,
it may
allow certain
action
invocations
within
the same
process to execute
concurrently.
Using our example, the action invocations
for the lifting process,
= {read arm17 v~szbrmlj
plift , would be: AI,ift

read,,,1

vUSpapm2,

-

liftarm2}.

could

+tJt,

grasp,,,1

-

grasp,,,:!

-%ft

x

read,,,2

-

be

defined

follows:

an exclusive

set of action

invocations

must

not have

any of its execution

0verla.p with the execution

incompatible

that

action

is not in the set.

of an

In our ex-

ample, the sets of action invocations
on each arm are
exclusive sets since once the grasp and lift of the object
by each arm has started,
another process should not
be allowed to move an arm in an incompatible
way.
To ensure that
partial execution,
tions

consistency
is not violated due to
atomicity
is expressed
by atomic

invocations:

of an atomic

Either

set must

all action

be executed,

invoca-

or none of

them must be executed.
In the example, the two lift
action invocations
should be an atomic set to prevent
one arm from lifting
Timing

without

Constraints.

the- ot,her.
Processes

forms of timing constraints:
straints, guaranteed execution,
cution.

express

absolute
timing
and simultaneous

three
conexe-

Absolute timing constraints
are expressed by temporal scopes.
A temporal
scope is defined as ts =
(T, sa, sb, d), where T C
- AI, is the set of action invo
cations to be time constrained,
sa is an absolute earliest start time, sb is an absolute latest start time, d is
an absolute lastest complete time (deadline) for the act.ion invocations
in T, and sa 5 sb < d. For instance,
if action a E T is an action invocation
of resource r

liftarm

1

[3].

Using the notion of conflict provided by the compatibility predicates of resources, processes can specify
that a set of action invocations
be executed exclusive
of interruption
from any conflicting
action.
That is,

sets of action

+,

let ai, aj be action
invocations
of actions
of resources r and s, respectively,
and let Sch,,
Sch, be
schedules
containing
those action invocations
(i.e.,

lift,,,l,read
arm2,
PI~J~‘s ordering,

is a tuple,

Consistency
Constraints.
Processes
express two
forms of consistency
constraints
typically
found in
transaction-based
paradigms:
exclusivity
and atom-

A process p is defined as p = (AI,,P,,,C,,T,),
where AI, is a set of action invocations,
Pp is a set

expressed

of which

action

Processes

of precedence

each

(a,, sig,). The action invocation
a, E AI, is called a
sync-action, and must be started after the correspondzng sag-action, sig,, has completed,
where sig, is an

arm2

on arm1

then sa < start,(a)
5 sb and complete,.(a)
5 d.
To further constrain
the timing of actions, a pro-

must complete before each of the grasp action invocations and also before each of the lift action invocations

cess may express guaranteed sets of action invocations.
Each action invocation
of a guaranteed
set must ex-

In this ordering

start,

the

read action

but the two read action

invocation

invocations

current (as may the two grasp action
the two lift action invocations).
Inter-process

precedence

orderings

may be con-

invocations

and

ecute at the earliest time that it is ready, where an
action invocation is said to be ready at time t iff executing

are specified

in

it. at

ing constraints.

t meets precedence
That

and absolute

is, the action

invocations

timof a

guaranteed
contention

set must execute without delays caused by
for resources.
In the example, the two lift

resource

Arm1
C data structures

action invocations
should be guaranteed.
Assume it
is known that the lifting will take 2 time without contention for resources,
and that there is a deadline of

and hand
action

the lifting starts only
A process may also
tion invocations.
The
neous set must start
the example, the two
simultaneous.

3

real-time

language

programming

const,ructs

for disa small

in block statements;
actions

using

processes
action

3.1

and

timing

request
invocation

properties

resource

actions

other

:

C code for arm calibration

action

declarations

(read,

grasp,

etc.)

and initialization

resource

1: Arm1

Resource

in Lifting

1 shows how these

resource

Program

constructs

Arm1 in the lifting

contains

action

ture the constraints
Action
cation

are us4

to

application.

local data structure

action

action&

of pro-

invocations
described

Invocations
statement

and

and blocks that

in Section

Statements.

may be synchronous,

(resourceID).(actionID)

or asynchronous

denoted

((event,))

cap-

2.

An action inve
denoted by:

((arguments))

by:

(resourceID).(actionID)

With a synchronous
action invocation
calling process waits for the invoked

((arguments)).

statement,
the
action to com-

plete; the calling process does not wait for an asynchronously
invoked action to complete.
Completion
construct

contains

local

data

of an asynchronously
invoked action may be detected
using an event variable (see Section 3.3), which is signaled by the run-time system upon completion of the

decla-

rations,
action declarations,
and initialization
statements.
An action specifies parameters
for exchanging information
with its invoking process, as well as
which

.

ments include

Resources
The

handling

when

An RTC process

we pay particular
attention
to defining the start time,
complete time and ready time of statements
(see Section 2), since the model is ultimately
concerned with
orderings

lift */

do

procedure declarations,
and a sequence of statements.
In addition to host language statements,
RTC st,ate-

statements.
We do not describe the exact syntax and
semantics
of each construct;
instead, we describe the
constructs
using an outline of an RTCprogram
for the
robot lifting example. In the description of constructs,

precedence
grams.

for lifting.

Processes

3.2

processes,
and statements.
The precedence,
consistency and timing constraints
described in Section 2
to perform

E-ABORT

action

Figure
specify

exception
handling capabilities
to allow graceful recovery from run-time violations of the requirements.
The RTC language constructs
consist of resources,

resources

aborts

exception handler may be used to specify the action’s
recovery.
Details of timing blocks, no-except
blocks,
and exception handlers are discussed in Section 3.3.

set of orthogonal
constructs
that naturally
expresses
the concepts
developed
in the model of Section
2.
Since it is possible to specify requirements
that are
impossible
or inrpractical
to satisfy, we also provide

are captured

C code

Process

end

Figure

is to provide

grasp;

C code for exception
end

Constructs

Our goal in developing
tributed

body:

/*

when

end

RTC Language

read,

action
kxcept

ifit can meet its deadline.
express simu12aneous sets of acaction invocations
of a simultaexecuting
at the same time. In
lift action invocations
should be

coordinates

lift (paLmeters)

compatible

d to complete the lifting. By including the I$ action
invocations in a guaranteed set and using a latest start
time constraint
of sb = d-t,
Plift can guarantee that

for Cartesian

Dosition

of the resource

are compatible

invoked action.
The start

with it

time of any action

is when the first primitive

(i.e., may be overlapped with it). The body of an action is a sequence of host language, timing block, or
no-except block statements.
For simplicity, we do not

invocation

instruction

statement

for invoking

the

action starts executing.
A synchronous
action invocation statement’s
complete
time is when the runtime system has been not,ified of the completion
of

allow actions to invoke other actions. In ca.se the calling process aborts the action before it is completed, an

the invoked action.

46

An asynchronous

invocation

state-

ment’s
complete
time
has been requested.

is when

the

action

invocation

event detected /* Global event ‘f
PL,f t
event readl, read2, graspl, grasp2, liftl, lift2;
. other declarations.
after detected by (detected+lOsec) do
exclusive
action&(readl) Arml.read (position);
action&(read2) ArmZ.read (position);
after max(readl,read:!)
action&(graspl) Arml.grssp (position);
actionSr(grasp2) Arm2.grasp (position);
after max(graspl,grasp2)
before (detected+6sec) do
guaranteed no-except simultaneous
actionSc(lift.1) Arml.lift()
actionk(lift2) ArmZ.lift()
end simultaneous no-except
guaranteed;
after max(lift1 Jift2)
except /* start time violation */
when ESTART do stop application.
end when
end do
emd exclusive
except /* detected + 1Osec deadline violation */
when E-DEADLINE do
stop application, emergency actions.
end when
end do
end process

process

RTC
Block
Statements.
guaranteed
block, simultaneous

provides
block,

timing
exclusive

block,
block

and no-except
block statements.
A block statement
is a sequence
of statements,
and may have an associated exception
handler.
The start time of a block is
the minimum
of the start times of its enclosed
statements; the complete
time of a block is when the processor finishes executing
the last primitive
instruction
in the block. The last primitive
instruction
may complete after the sequence
of statements
in the block
have completed
(e.g., when the process
execut,es
the
last primitive
instruction
to release locks used in the
block).
However,
if an exception
was raised,
the last
primitive
instruction
of a block may complete
after the
exception
handling
statements
finish executing.
When

an exception

is raised,

aborts

the process

the

statements
ilt the block for which the exception
was
raised.
When a process
aborts
a block, the next statement

in the block does not become ready:
handler
of the block becomes
process
aborts
a block at the completion

exception

rent primitive
instruction,
except
a no-except
block statement
and

instead,
ready.
of the

the
The
cur-

in two cases: during
when waiting
for a

synchronous
action
to complete.
A no-except
block,
indicated
by no-except
- end no-except,
delays all
except,ions
from timing blocks in which it appears
until

Figure

after the no-except
block completes.
If the exception
occurs while the process
is waiting
for a synchronous
action invocation
to complete,
the process
aborts
before the wait
\Vhen

process

statement,
the system
in the invoked
action

aborts

an action

Figure
2 shows
the lift.ing process

raises an E-ABORT
exception
invocat,ion,
the invoked
action

the block

the outline
of the two

statements

will be given

in the next

able

and the
excep-

of RTC constructs
arm example;
details

Expression

Timing
straints

Constraints.
are

specified

block construct,
liest start
time,
tion
block.

of

time,
The

and

scope
using

all processes.

subsec-

t,iming
the

explicitly
constrains
start
time,
maximum
time

expresszons

value

is the

current

absolute

Event

values

may

may
using

Variables
of type
or may be global to

be assigned

in one of

three ways: 1) A process
executes
a signal statement,
which assigns to each event in its specified
list the absolute time that the signal statement
starts executing
on a processor;
2) A process
executes
a clear statement,
which resets
the value of each event variable

Temporal

completion

timing

NOSY whose

host language
assignment
statement.
event may be declared
in processes

for
of

Constraints

in a program

which
latest

called

time.
Variables
of type abs-time
and rel-time
be declared
in programs
and are assigned
values

tion.
3.3

Example

10 seconds);
and event for representing
either absolute
time or a special value called DNO (Did Not Occur).
There
is also a read-only
global
absolute
time vari-

invocation

aborts
its body (if it has not yet completed),
statements
of the invoked
action’s
E-ABORT
tion handler
become
ready.

lifting

constraints
have operands
of the following
three types:
abs_time for representing
absolute
time (e.g., 10:00 am
in EST); rel_time for representing
relative
time (e.g.,

completes.

a calling

2: Two-arm

of statement,s
used

to espress

con-

in its specified

timing

an event

the earexecuin t,he
these

3) The

associated

system

“signals”

wit,h the completion

of an

asynchronous
action invocation
variable’s
value to the complete

by assigning
the event
time of the action in-

vocat,ion.

the

variable

47

list to DNO;

variable

Until
is DNO.

it is signaled,
Timing

expressions

value

of the

can

event

be formed

using arithmetic
operations,
maximum functions, and
minimum functions involving time values (see [4]).
A timing

block can also provide

exception

are ready, which is when the action invocation request
is received by the run-time system.
That is, no de-

handlers

for latest start time, maximum execution,
and completion time violations.
If multiple exceptions
are raised
simultaneously
in a timing block or an exception
is
raised while another exception
handler of the same
timing block is executing,
a preemption
ordering of
E-START
< E-EXECUTE
< E-DEADLINE
is used,
where only a higher ordered exception handler can preempt a lower one.
In the example

of Figure

2, the line:

after detected by (detected +lOsec) do

is a timing block header that constrains
the statements enclosed by it and its associated
end do to
start after the event detected is signaled, and to complete by 10 seconds after event detected is signaled. If
the statements
do not complete by the deadline, they
are aborted and the associated
E-DEADLINE
exception handler becomes ready. This exception
handler
stops the application
and takes emergency actions.
A

second

timing

block

after max(graspl,grasp2)

is

expressed

by:

before (detected+6sec) do.

This timing block constrains
its enclosed statements
to start executing after both events grasp1 and grasp2
have been signaled and before 6 seconds past the time

lays due to contention
process or the actions

for resources may occur in the
that it invokes while it is in the

guaranteed
block.
In the example of Figure 2, Piift
uses a guaranteed
block to specify that once the two
lifl actions start, they may not be delayed by contention with other processes for use of the arms.
To specify a simultaneous
set timing constraint
in
a process, a simultaneous
block, denoted by simultaneous
- end simultaneous,
is used (see Figure
2). The action invocations
of a simultaneous
block
are requested
concurrently
by the process and must
be started within a bounded time from each other on
their processors.
This bound is a system-dependent
interval

called

the simultaneity

bound,

taneity bound for our current
cussed in Section 4.4).

c (the

simul-

implementation

is dis-

Precedence
Orderings.
Intra-process
precedence
orderings are naturally
supported
by the sequential
nature of statements,
as well as by asynchronous
action invocations
and timing blocks.
In the example
of Figure 2, the two grasp actions are invoked concurrently as asynchronous
action invocations
with associated event variables grasp1 and grasp2 respectively.

that event detected
was signaled.
If the statements
have not started by this latest start time, they are not
started and the E-START
exception handler becomes

Since events grasp1 and grasp2 are signaled by the
system when the grasp action invocations
have com-

block is nested
nesting causes

action invocations
are executed
after both grasp action invocations
have finished. Using traditional
con-

ready.
within

Note that this second timing
the first timing block.
This

the statements
of the second timing block to be constrained by both timing blocks (e.g., the deadline of
t’he first timing block still applies in the second timing
block).
Nested blocks are discussed in more detail at
the end of this section; the implementation
of nested
timing blocks is discussed in Section 4.2.
Timing
strated

blocks also provide two features

in the example:

the expression

not demon-

of start

time,

period, termination
condition, and exception handling
for periodic behavior; and the expression of maximum
execution
exception

time (an execute
clause and E-EXECUTE
handler).
The notion of maximum execu-

tion time is useful for supporting
ysis [a].
To specify
process,

a guaranteed

a guaranteed

schedulability

set timing

block, denoted

constraint

by guaranteed

analin a
-

end guaranteed,
is used. Once a guaranteed
block
starts,
its enclosed sequence of statements
must be
executed as soon
action invocations

as they are ready. In addition,
all
requested in the guaranteed
block

must be executed

on their

processors

as soon as they

pleted,

the second

currency

timing

terminology,

block ensures

a process

that

both

lift

“forks” asynchronous

action invocations
and uses timing block after clauses
to “join” combinations
of these action invocations
at
later points

in its execution.

Inter-process
precedence
orderings
are supported
using global events and timing blocks.
For example,
the first timing block in Figure 2 specifies that all of its
statements
execute after the event detected has been
signaled. We assume that another process (not shown
in Figure 2) detects the container and then executes a
signal statement
on the global event variable detected.
Therefore, all of process P/ift’s statements
execute after the detection
Consistency
consistency
denoted

of the container.

Constraints.
constraints

exclusive

To specify exclusive set
in a process, an exclusive block,

- end

exclusive,

is used.

In the

example of Figure 2, process Pfift
block to specify that once process

uses an exclusive
&ft
starts using

the arms,

may be executed

no incompatible

on the arms by other

actions

processes

until

P/if, completes

lifting.
The

notion

ported
anteed

by no-except
blocks, timing
blocks,
and guarblocks.
No-except
blocks ensure
that the en-

of an

atomic

set in the

model

to perform
services
such as low-level
tion to tasks, message
communication

is sup-

and

processor
ing policy

timing block.
By using the timing
block to constrain
the latest start time of the guaranteed
block to be “sufficiently
far in advance”
of the deadline,
the guaranmust complete
by the deadline
under
conditions.
For example,
in Figure 2
the lift actions
each take a maximum

constrained
makes
sible. For example,

Since RTC statements
themselves
contain
RTC
lows

blocks

they

are

started,

to be nested.

The

semantics

4

interact
system.

and

devices

or that

of nested
of the indiof multiple

a collection
processor.

of tusks, which
A real-time

are executable

kernel

resides

not

blocks

alone.

Support
are

require

scheduling
priority
as

for

implemented

Tilning
using

Blocks
a stack

of

runfor
sys-

constraints
specified
by the
of the stack, and pushes the
For instance,
if the curis 10:00 and a nested timing
of ll:OO, the current
dead-

line of 10:00 is pushed
on the
therefore,
the process
continues
10:00 deadline.
This adjustment

t,emporal
scope stack;
to operate
under the
of timing constraints

is performed
so that statements
straints
of all temporal
scopes

meet the timing conin which they appear.

When
vocation)
run-time

(such

of the deadline

tem compares
the timing
block to those on the top
“tighter”
timing
constraints.
rent deadline
of a process
block specifies
a deadline

process

the kernel
notifies
a process
(or action
that a timing
constraint
was violated,
syst,em first aborts
the current
execution
(or action

invocation).

temporal
scope stack until
the timing block surrounding

It then

pops

inthe
of
the

the timillg
constraints
of
the violated
timing block

are on the top of the stack.
These
used by the system
as it executes
block’s except,ion
handler.

with the operating
environment
and run-time
The operating
environment
is a distributed
of processors

does

timing
blocks are entered
during
execution,
the
time system
pushes
modified
timing
constraints
that block o&o the stack.
That is, the run-time

the

arms)
that
communicate
asynchronously
other via messages
over a network.
Each

constructs

the kernel to set alarms
and determine
the scheduling
priority
of the process or action invocation.
As nested

imposfrom a

implementation,
a preprocessor
translates
written
in C + RTC into C programs
that

collection

RTC

use earliest-deadline-first
i.e., we determine
dynamic

Run-Time
Timing

Iimplementation

In our
programs

the dynamic
prialthough
the im-

of the

task to
infor-

temporal
scopes for each process (or action invocation)
to keep track of its current
timing
constraints.
The
timing constraints
on the top of the stack are used by

can be RTC blocks
that
statements,
the syntax
al-

blocks is a composition
of the semant.ics
vidual blocks, thus allowing
the expression
constraints
on parts of processes.

mation
should
be incorporated
into
ority value to improve
performance,

4.1

that the move was performed
or that the move took
time.
Thus,
to achieve
atomicity
in a real-time
environment,
we require
that either
all actions
of the
once

priority
constraint

a function

starting
position,
a compensating
action
can bring it
back to the starting
position,
but not erase the fact

atomic
set complete
none of them start.

as tim-

based on a scheduling policy. The schedulassigns a dynamic
priority
to each task, and

it. We currently
(EDF) of tasks,

is somewhat
control
appliand are time-

traditional
atomic
rollback
if an action moves an arm

such

whenever
possible
allows the highest
execute
on each processor.
Timing

plementation

of 4 seconds
including
message
delays when there is
no contention
for resources.
The before clause is used
to ensure that either the atomic
set comprised
of the
lift actions
starts
within
4 seconds
of its deadline,
or
its is not started
and exception
handling
is performed.
If the lift action invocations
are started,
the no-except
block prevents
abortion
due to a deadline
violation.
While this expression
of “atomicity”
unconventional,
the fact that real-time
cations
directly
affect the environment

of exceptions

allocatasks,

ing violations.
The kernel allocates
memory
to each
task, and only that task may access the local memory
unless the task explicitly
grants
access to other tasks.
The kernel determines
when a task executes
on its

closed statements
complete
once they start by delaying
timing exceptions
until after the statements
complete.
To minimize
the number
of exceptions
that are delayed, the atomic
set of statements
should
be placed
inside a guaranteed
block as the first statement
in a

teed statements
normal operating
we assume
that

detection/notification

resource
between

constraints
are then
the violated
timing

as robot

with
processor

each
has

4.2

code on that

Run-Time
System

manager

on each processor
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resources
tusk (RRIT)

Managelnent
are managed

by tasks:

a resource

for each

user-defined

resource

r (RMT,.),
and a processor
each processor p (PMT,).
to system resources through
tasks.

Requests

manager task (PMT) for
Processes
request access
the appropriate
manager

to the manager

in order of the priorities

tasks

are arbitrated

of requesting

scheduling

in the application

of Figure

because

RMT,

checks

does not meet the compatibility

processes.

Due to the nature of our consistency
and timing
constraints,
however, a simple preemptive,
prioritydriven scheduling paradigm is not sufficient.
For example, consider the use of preemptive
priority-driven
processor

However,

2:

compatibility

before

creating an action invocation
task, the serializability
of r’s schedule is assured. If RMT,. determines that ai
requirement,

it queues

the request based on q’s priority.
When an action
invocation
completes,
RMT,
traverses
the queue of
pending action invocation
and resource lock requests,
in order of priority, and grants those requests that it
can.
Process

q directly

requests

a resource

lock from

While &if, is performing
its lifting, a higher-priority
process sharing a processor
with Plift may preempt
Plift to use ArmI.
If this happens,
P,ift’s
exclusive set, simultaneous
set, and guaranteed
set will be

RMT,., by specifying
the set of actions it wishes to
invoke on r, (~1,.
, a,}. RMT,. grants the request
with r’s active aconly if {a1 , . , a,} are compatible

violated.

are currently held, and pending requests of higher priority. Thus, when RMT, grants a resource lock to q,

Furthermore,

higher-priority
being

process

performed

the action
may

by Pfijl,

conflict

violating

requested
with

by the

the action

the serializability

of ArmI.
We therefore add locks to arbitrate
the use of resources:
Resource locks are used to preserve the consistency of user-defined
resources
and to implement
exclusive blocks; processor locks are used to guarantee
execution to implement simultaneous
and guaranteed
blocks. Although processes may request resource locks
directly from the RMTs, processor locks are indirectly
requested
processor

from PMTs by including the request for a
lock in a resource lock request to an RMT.

The RMT then forwards the lock request to its associated processors.
This indirection
is used so that
processes do not have to be aware of the mapping of
processors to resources.

Resource

Manger

Tasks.

RMT,.

handles

requests

from processes to invoke actions on resource r, grant
resource locks, and release resource locks. It also forwards processor
lock requests from processes to the
processors

associated

with T.

RMT, grants an action invocation request for action ai from process q if and only if ai is compatible
with r’s currently
executing
action invocations,
the
actions for which resource locks are currently
held,
and pending requests (both action invocation
and resource lock requests) of higher priority. If the request
is granted, RMT, creates a task, tk, for ai and grants
tk access to the data of r. If q holds a processor lock,
RMT,

assigns

tk to the locked

processor

and assigns

highest priority to tk; otherwise,
RMT,. assigns tk to
any one of the processors associated with 1’ and assigns

tion invocations,

the actions

locks

RMT,. guarantees that no action that is incompatible
with any action in {al, . , a,} will be executed while
q holds the resource lock, providing an implementation for exclusive blocks.
If RMT, does not grant a
resource lock request, it queues the request based on
q’s priority.
Process q may also include a processor lock request
with the resource lock request.
If such a request is
received, RMT,. forwards the request to its associated
PMTs.

If some

PMT

grants

q’s request,

notifies RMT,. who then informs
lock has been granted.
Note that

the PMT

q that a processor
q does not need to

know which processor has granted the lock, only that
some processor associated with r has granted the lock.
When q receives a processor lock, its action invocations from (~1,.
, a,} will execute with the highest
priority on the locked processor.
This “immediate execution” is required to implement
and guaranteed blocks.
When
traverses

simultaneous

blocks

a process releases r’s resource lock, RMT,
its queue of pending action invocation
and

resource lock requests, in order of priority, and grants
those requests that it can. When a process releases a
processor
to release

lock, RMT,.
the lock.

Processor

Manager

notifies

Tasks.

the appropriate

A PRIT

handles

PRIT

pro-

cessor lock requests and releases that have been forwarded from RMTs.
A PMT grants a forwarded request if and only if there is no processor lock currently
held, or the requesting

process

is the same as the pro-

cess specified in the currently held lock. Thus, while
only one process may hold a lock on a given processor,

q’s priority to tk. Note that once tk is assigned to a
processor,
it is scheduled by the kernel (based on its

forwarded

priority) so that
and when action

fied by a single processor
half of the same process.

RMT, does not directly control how
invocation tasks access the data of r.

for which resource

requests

from several

RMT’s

may be satis-

lock if the requests are on beIf the lock cannot be granted,

the PMT
ity of the
the PMT
moves the

queues
the request
according
to the priorrequesting
process.
When an RMT notifies
to release the processor
lock, the PMT reRMT’s request
from a list of resources
that

requested
the processor
lock on behalf of the holding
process.
If the RMT is the last resource
on the list, the
PMT releases
the processor
lock and grants
it to the
pending
request
PhIT also grants
quests

that

4.3

Meeting
We

that

specify

now
the

clusive

with the highest
priority,
reql.
The
the processor
lock to all pending
re-

show

the same

how

sets,

this

run-time

of resource

simultaneous
of each

system

resource

ensures

serializability,

sets and guaranteed

sets are

T is ensured

by the

actions
ai and aj do overlap
in Sch,,
then they must
compatible;
hence by the definition
of compat,ibility
(Section
2), their overlapped
execution
produces
the
same state and same return
values as an execution
in
ai completes

before

aj starts.

Hence,

Sch,

To ensure
the guaranteed
set requirement
of the
guaranteed
block construct
is met, it is sufficient
for
the run-time
support
of a process
to obtain
resource
locks and an associated
processor
lock for all resources
used in t,he guaranteed
block before it requests
any of
t.he action invocations
in the block.
Each lock is held
until all action
invocations
in t,he guaranteed
block
that use its resource
have completed.
The resource
locks ensure that no action
invocation
of the guaranteed block is queued
by its RhIT. The processor
locks
ensure
that
the action
invocations
execute
on their
assigned
processors
when the action
invocat,ions
are
ready.
To ensure the exclusive
set requirement
of the exclusive block construct,
it is sufficient
for the run-time
to obtain

resource

locks

for all resources

used

in the exclusive
block before any of t.he act,ion invocations in the block are requested.
The resource
locks
must be held until all action invocations
in t,he block
have completed.
The resource
locks ensure that no action invocation
is execut,ed
that is incompatible
with
any action invocat,ion
in the exclusive
block. Since the
locks are held for the entire
sets are maintained.

exclusive

block,

a resource

all resources

lock and
used

associated

in the block,

processor

and

then

lock for

to broadcast

exclusive

To implement
simultaneous
blocks, we assume
the underlying
system can give a reasonable
worst

that
case

on their

processor.

To check

that

the

actions
were started
within
the simultaneity
bound,
the process
waits for replies from the RMTs indicating that the actions
have st,arted.
These replies can
take up to 6 time to be delivered.
The simultaneity
bound for our implementation
is therefore
the time it
takes for an action to be started
(6 + u) plus the maximum time it takes the acknowledgement
of the start
(6) to be received
by the process:
E = 26 + u. Since
a simultaneous
block only constrains
the start of its
action invocations,
its locks may be released
after the
action

is

serializable.

system

tain

ing immediately

ex-

fact that no incompatible
actions
can overlap
in Sch,
since a RhlT checks compatibility
before executing
an
action
invocation
or granting
a resource
lock. If two

which

livery time 6. Furthermore,
we assume
a worst case
time bound of u for the action invocation
request to be
processed
by its RhIT. Given these assumptions,
it is
sufficient
for the run-time
support
of a process
to ob-

the action
invocation
requests
simultaneously.
The
resource
locks ensure that no action invocation
in the
block will be queued by a RMT. The processor
locks
ensure that the action invocation
tasks start execut-

Constraints

requirements

met.
Serializability

as reql.

process

bound on the time between
a task sending
a message
and the arrival of the message
at the recipient
task’s
We call this maximum
message
demessage
queue.

invocation

In each

statements

of the

block

have

started.

implement.ations,

a process

must obtain
a set of locks for the block.
If processes
obtain only some of their required
locks while waiting
for others,
deadlock
is possible.
We present
and prove
a deadlock
prevention
technique
for such systems
in

PI
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Conclusion

This paper
has described
the RTC language
constructs
and run-time
system
for distributed
real-time
programming.
The constructs
allow the explicit
expression of real-time
concurrency
requirements:
dence orderings,
absolute
timing
constraints,
taneity,
exclusiveness,
atomicity,
and recovery
constraint
violations.
Our
time scheduling
augmented

run-time
system
uses realwith locking of resources

and processors.
This integrated
resources
improves
performance
distributed
real-time
ject and transaction
larity

and

precesimulfrom

scheduling
of shared
and predictability
in

applications.
The use of an obbased paradigm
supports
modu-

abstraction.

The RTC action and process
constructs
are based
on the transaction
model presented
in [3] with several
modifications.
RTC actions are modified
t,ransactions
that

have

of actions

their
rather

notion
than

of conflict
on the

defined

level

of read

on the level
and

write

operations
[3]. Exclusivity
and atomicity
are decoupled and enforced on parts of an RTC process instead
of all of it as is done with a transaction.
Furthermore,

capabilities.

RTC processes are not independent, they synchronize
through inter-process
precedence
orderings.
Finally,
RTC processes are time constrained and transactions
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